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Is this answer helpful?

â€¢ A joke is meant to elicit laughter,
whereas a riddle is thrown as a challenge
to get to the answer. â€¢ A joke has a
punch line at the last, whereas a riddle has
a veiled meaning that has to be deciphered.
â€¢ Jokes are always funny, whereas
some riddle can be funny.
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Difference Between Joke and Riddle

Jokes and Riddles: Funology
www.funology.com/jokes-and-rid
We have tons of jokes and riddles that are sure to tickle the tummies of your little
pranksters.
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Funny Riddles - Great Clean Jokes | Clean Enough To â€¦
www.greatcleanjokes.com › Fun Stuff
Choke On A Joke is looking for the funniest riddles! Write your favorite funny riddle in
the comment box below.

RIDDLES - Funny Riddles for Kids and Adults | JokerZ
www.jokerz.com/riddles-and-jokes/all
Looking for funny logic Riddles and answers? Brain Teasers? Clever Riddles? JokerZ
has over 2,000 funny riddles for kids and adults. Have fun with our huge selection!
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Riddle Jokes | Funny Humor by Joke Buddha
www.jokebuddha.com/Riddle
Only the best funny Riddle jokes and best Riddle websites as selected and voted by
visitors of Joke Buddha website

Riddles and Jokes .com
www.riddlesandjokes.com/index_jokes.php
Tons of riddles, jokes, brainteasers, jokes funny fun, laugh laughter comedy, comics
riddles, one-liners redneck blonde, quotes stories, humor rude, laugh laughter comedy,
comics riddles, one-liners redneck blonde, quotes stories, humor rude, riddles, jokes
fun, comedy brain teasers, puzzles logic guess, game, games kids, jokes fun, â€¦

Funny Jokes - Laugh At The Best | GRiN:)
goodriddlesnow.com/jokes/funny-jokes
Have a laugh with our funniest select of jokes of all kinds including jokes for adults,
jokes for kids, dirty jokes, short jokes, and more.

Funny Riddles - Page 2 of 2 - Great Clean Jokes
www.greatcleanjokes.com › Fun Stuff
If a farmer has 5 haystacks in one field and 4 haystacks in the other field, how many
haystacks would he have if he combined them all in another field? Answer: One.

Short Jokes - Joke Category | GRiN:) - Good Riddles, â€¦
goodriddlesnow.com/jokes/short-jokes
Try our short jokes and answers in the short jokes section. Here we list our shortest
jokes and puzzles for you to solve, rate, and share.

Riddles and Answers - Riddles.com
https://www.riddles.com
Riddles - tons of the best riddles with answers for kids and adults to tell, share, rate,
comment and submit: hard, easy, brain teasers, riddle of the day +

Riddle joke - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riddle_joke
A riddle joke, joke riddle, pseudo-joke or conundrum is a riddle which does not expect
the asked person to know the answer, but rather constitutes a set-up to the humorous
punch line of the joke.

Great Riddles And Jokes - Search Great Riddles And
Jokes
Ad · www.zapmetasearch.com/Search_The_Web
Find Great Riddles And Jokes. Search Faster, Better & Smarter at ZapMeta Now!
Info on great riddles and jokes. Get Results from 8 Search Engines!
Trusted by Millions · 100+ Million Visitors · The Complete Overview · Wiki, News & More
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